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I. Introduction 

Today, as en any day in living me !lX) r y , it is easy to admire 

Schumpeter's taste in problem. Dur world is tossed in a torrent of 

change, and although economic change is not the only current in that 

torrent, it is clearly a very important one. The sources of economic 

change are themelves diverse, and some lie W311 outside the Schumpeterian 

domain of profit-motivated innovation in a mark et econorny setting. Yet it 

is striking how important that domain really is as a feature of the human 

situation in the late twentieth century. Whether it is a question of new 

weapons for old antagonists Or' new cures for old diseases, new threats to 

privacy O'" new freedom from hunger and to il , the ac tivities of business 

firm seeking profit through innovation are at a minimum important, and 

often are central to the story. The attempt to understand these activities 

and their relationship to the broader social environment of advanced 

capitalism is clearly a worthy intellectual endeavor. It is valuable both 

for what it may reveal of the future toward which the torrent of change is 

sweeping us, and for whatever support it may provide for attempts to steer 

society around the perils of change and toward its promises. Few, if any, 

of the topics with which economists concern themselves are !lX)re obviously 

deserving of attention. 
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The ac tua1 1eve1 of attention that ~onomists collective1y have 

devoted to Schumpeter's primary concerns seems to fall well short of what 

their importance wou1d W3.rrant. In particular, the textbooks and jouma ls 

of economic theory continue to give va st ly disproportiona te attention to 

the investigation of static, quasi-static and meta-static medels and 

concepts, neg1ecting the ana1ysis of change much as they did in the ear1y 

years of the century \\hen Schumpeter wrote the The Theory of Eeonomie 

Deve1opment. There is a rort of paradoxica1 irony here: In a century of 

massive continuing change, there are neverthe1ess a few constants, viz. 

(i) change is important, (ii) economic theorists generally neg1ect it. 

Reeent1y, however the lite ra ture on Sehumpeterian competition has expanded 

rapid1y and the see ond of these m tura 1 constants has begun to seem less 

imnutable. 

This paper extends previous eontributions of Nelson and Winter to the 

Sehumpeterian eompetition literature. The rodel employa:l is mueh the same 

as in earlier work. It is a '''arkov medel of a single industry in whieh 

firms produee ahomogeneous produet and in whieh cost reduetion through 

produetivity improvement is the major eompetitive weapon. (An optional 

alternative interpretation is that the major eompetitive weapon is produet 

innovation, but the on1y ~onomie difference among the produets is in the 

amount of a single Laneasterian charae te rist ie delivered per nominal 

produet unit.) Exogmous1y changing techno1ogica1 opportunities provide the 

setting for the struggle to inerease produetivity, tut taking advantage of 

those opportunities requires eost1y and uncertain innovative efforts. 

l<'irms may choose to try to imitate the successfu1 methods of other f'irms 

instead of trying to innovate themse1ves, but this strategy too is eostly 

and uneertain. Firm growth is linka:l to prof'itability, but responds 
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negatively to market share for firDB that are large re la tive to the market. 

The fact that growth is linkErl to profitability brings economic "natural 

selec tion" into play as an influence on industry average productivity and 

on industry average policies toward innovation and imi ta tion. 

The previous work was primarily concerned with elucidating sorne of the 

mechanisms of Schumpeterian competition, particularly those that are 

impcrtant to the growth of concentra tion and to the course of the 

evolu tionary struggle between innovative and imi ta tive stra tegies. 1:'01" the 

sake of providing a clearer view of these rooch an isms , the simula tion 

experiments reported all began from stylized initial conditions for the 

industry modeled--for example, sixteen identical firm3 or a group of 

identical innovators and another group of identical imitators. And, for 

the same reason, those experiments ruled out en try. Here, however, the 

focus is 00 certain features of the "historical" shape of industry 

evolu tion, and particularly 00 the re la tive importance of entrants and 

established firDB as sources of innovation. This emphasis obviously rules 

out considera tion of stylized, symmetr ic initial conditions; no ac tual 

industry ever displays such a pattern in the course of its historical 

development. Even IIDre obviously, the emphasis on the role of entrants 

demands that the basic model be augmented by a model of entry. The entry 

model describErl below also prov ides most of the answer to the problem of 

avoiding artificial initial conditions, for it functions as the primary 

constituent of a model of industry birth, Le., of entry by the 

innovator-founder of the industry. Given the existence of the 

innovator-founder, the main entry model charac terizes the processes by 

which the industry booomes populated with firDB. Thus, the addition of the 

entry model to the simulation model previously used opens the way to 
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comparison of simulated industry histories with ~tual industry histories, 

and perhaps, therefore, to explanation of s:>me of the qualitative pattems 

noted in the latter. The present paper is only a beginning along this line 

of inquiry. 

The following sec tion lays oot the conceptual basis of an approach to 

the analysis of technological change, drawing on previous work of Nelson 

and Winter. Particular emphasis is given to the many-faceted concept of a 

technological regime. The well-known contrast between Schumpeter's early 

and late writings on the sources of innovation in a capitalist system is 

discussed in the light of this concept. Sec tion III describes the main 

features of the rodel of industry evolution, with particular emphasis on 

features not present in earlier Nelson-Winter work. Section IV describes 

two simula tion rons. These are offered mere lyas extended numerical 

examples of the contrast between "early Schumpeter" and "late Schumpeter" 

pattems of industrial development. This paper is a first report on a 

broader effort based on the idea of taking industry life histories as the 

unit of analysis. For that reason, it seems appropriate to suggest the 

promise of the approach and underscore the realistic, pseudo-historical 

charac ter of the simula tions by discussing two histories in detail, rather 

than presenting a structured experiment involving many rons. The final 

sec tion of the paper sets forth conc lusions and s:>me sug gest ions for the 

further development of the concept of technological regime. 
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In Marshallian partiaI equilibrium analysis, there are short run 

choices and long run dloices; for example, the dloice of the optimalIeveI 

of output in a given plant, and the dloice of the optimal plant to build. 

;;'or there to be long-run dloice, there must be well-defined long run 

opportunity set. M3.rshallian analysis of the long run-and orthodox 

analysis generally-answers this need in the theory of the firm and 

industry by postulating a long run cost function or, more fundamentally, a 

production function or production set. This postulate is fundamental both 

to the positive theory of bEhavior in the long run, and to normative 

analysis of long run equilibrium. 

Of course, the Marshallian "runs" are a rather crude expedient for 

avoiding the complexities of dYl'l3.mic analysis. In an explicitly dYl'l3.mic 

ana lysis, there are ~ long ~ dloices. There are, generally , choices 

that have consequences over time (like the dloice of which plant to build) , 

but the dloices themselves carry definite da tes which iden tify the short 

run context in which they are made. There may be limits as 'r goes to 

infinit y of the short run dloices, and there may be answers to the quest ion 

of what the dloices 'WOuld be if they ~re constrained to be constant over 

time. In the context of a particular analysis, it may be the case that 

these limi ting er time-invariant choices coincide with the re sults of 

f"'arshall 's heuristic analysis of long run dloice. But in general, they 

certainly are not "conceptually" the same, for they can be defined without 

direc t re ference to the concept of a long run opportunity set. 
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The theoretical concept of a long ron production function (or set) is 

a highly dispensable idea. Under its proper and standard interpreta tion as 

a enarac terization of any imnutable sta te of technical knowledge, it stand s 

squarely in the way of a ra tuml treatment of technological change. As the 

preceed ing paragraphs ind icate, positive theory logically re q uire s such a 

concept ooly to the extent that it proceeds on Marshallian crutches, or by 

way of adherence to a principle that the structure of positive and 

normative economic ana lysis should be the same. To assess the we ight of 

the latter considera tion would carry this discussion too far afield , but 

certainly the Marshallian crutches are employed these days only out of 

habit er in the inte re st of effec tive pedagogy. 

There is, of course, a logical need for a enarac terization of the 

feasibility constraints on short run enoices. In orthodox analysis of the 

individual firm, these constraints have traditionally been conceived as 

re flec ting the fac t that the levels of certain inputs are fixed in the 

shcrt run, whereas technical knowledge is as comprehensive in the short run 
1 

as it is in the long. Implicitly, this approach seems to assume that all 

technical knowledge is stored in a costlessly CKJcessible public file, and 

that firms the re fore do not func tion in any significant sense as 

repositories of knowledge. ~or, if firrrs are repositories of technical 

knowledge, it is hard to imagine how the knowledge stored in a firm could 

be wholly independent of the inputs used in the firrrs--indeed, independent 
2 

of whether any inputs are used at all. On the other hand, the assumption 

that all technical knowledge is public knowledge is not only blatantly 

counterfactual in itself, hut also rules rot of existence the primary 

source of the incentive to innovate. The best thing tha t can be said of 

this assumption is tha t it doe s have a certain consistency with the rtDre 
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furrlamental orthodox assumption that technological change does not exist; 

if all knowledge ~re public knowledge, perhaps technological change would 

not exist. 

The evolutionary theory proposed by Nelson and myself takes a very 

different tack. The fact that firm:; serve as repositories of knowledge is 

prominently featured in the theory. Knowledge is stored in the routines of 

the f'irm, and maintained by exercise in the same way that the skills of an 

individual are maintained by exercise. Routines-which may include ways of 

thinking as well as W3.ys of doing--are f'ixed in the short run, variable in 

the long, just like dlrable plant and equipment. Also, evolutionary theory 

involves a rejection of orthodoxy's sharp distinctions between capabilities 

and behav ior, between technology and organization. Routines govern choices 

as well as describe roothcds, and reflect the facts of management practice 

and organizational sociologyas well as those of technology. 'T'hus, 

although routines play in an evolutionary model much of the role that a 

short run production funetion plays in an orthodox model, at the conceptual 

level routines and production fune tions are only distant re la tives. In 

this sense, evolutionary theory dispenses with production functions both in 

the short and long rune Technological innovation and organizational 

innovation are placed on the same conceptual footing and indeed are 

expec ted to be intermingled in any real innovation event; the dist inc tion 

between the two b~omes a matter of degree. The phenomena of technological 

change are subsumed under the heading of "the changing prevalence of 

various rou tin iz ed W3.ys of doinp; things." 

In a strategic group, industry or larger aggregate of f'irm:;, changes 

in the prevalence of various rou tines are partly a consequence of 

differential growth of the f'irms with 100 ividual f'irm routines held 
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constant; this is the selection component of the total change. The 

remainder of the change in the aggregate is the consequence of change in 

routines at the individual firm level. This component we have called 

search. A change in routine that results from search is an innovation, at 

least from the point of view of the unit making the change. It need not be 

an innovation in any more demand ing sense of the term. 

Technological regimes. 

In the construction of a particular evolutionary model, the 

characterization of search processes is obviously a key step. Implicit in 

this charac terization are the answers to the sorts of q uestions about the 

"long ron" bEhavior of the II'X)deled system that crthodoxy answers so simply 

and unrealistically by reference to the long ron production function. 

Broadly speaking, the search II'X)del has to describe what happens when a 

firm searches. In principle, such a description might be an attempt at 

representation of the cognitive processes typical of some identifiable 

group of "searchers" in a particular economie context, and would thus 

incorpcra te much of the fac tual b~kground of that context. Thus 

conceive::l, the problem of II'X)deling search for the purposes of economic 

analysis would be akin to the problem of systematic characterization of the 
3 

heurist ies applied in a particular problem-solving cr design context. 'T'he 

latter type of activity is an active area of inquiry in computer science, 

though it is pursued rore for the sake of its potential contribution to the 

actual problem-solving process than for its interest as a description of 

tha t proce ss. 
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However, the focal issues of an economic analysis are ordinarily posed 

at a higher level of abstraction. A search IOOdel is needed, not for the 

purpose of predicting specific features of a new product a' process, but 

for the sake of the insight that the economic model as a whole provides 

into such quest ions as the determinants of the level innovative effort and 

the alOOunt of progre'ss that re sults from tha t effort. Success in this 

umertaking requires that significant economic features of the search 

process be conceptualize1 in abstrac tion from the underlying technological 

and organizational detail. One obvious consequence of this choice of level 

of abstraction is that the "spcce" in which search is represented as taking 

place is conrnonly identified with familiar economic measures such as unit 

cost, produc tivity er input coe fficient magnitudes, whereas real search 

ac tivities involve the nanipula tion and recombina tion of the ac tual 

technological and organizationa l ideas and skills associa ted with a 
4 

particular economic context. 

Recalling that the real ac tion is at the level of ideas and skills 

can, however, be helpful in arriving at hypotheses regarding the structure 

or attributes of the search process when represented in terms of changes of 

cost or productivity. In particular, it is useful to consider the 

alterna tive rources of ideas or skills that the ind ividual firm might draw 

upon in its searches, and the effec t that adoption of an idea from any of 

these rources for the subsequent evolution of the system. There is first 

of all the possibility that the searching firm draws knowledge from other 

firm engage1 in the same rort of activity, Le., that search is attempted 

imitation. The results for the searching firm then depend first of all on 

what there is to imitate that is better than what the firm already has; the 

techno logicalleader doe s not stand to gain Illlch from imi ta tion. For the 
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laggard, hmolever, imitation may present the opportunity to get caught up 

quickly. Under conditions of relatively complete access to the product or 

accessbeing imi ta ted , the imitator has the significant advantage of 

knowing in advance that the new method s he seeks to acquire are workable in 

prac tice, and of being able to adopt rot mere ly the general concept but 

also the numerous details that make the concept work in practice. In the 

extreme case-or in the abstract world of a search model-imitation yields 

an exact replica of the thing imitated, arrl if it is exact in urrlerlying 
5 

details it is also exact at the surface level of cost or productivity. 

A secorrl major categcry of sources of new knowledge is the firm 's 

externa l environment generally , apart from other firm that are engaged in 

the same rort of ac tivity. This is ohviously a highly diversified 

categcry, with corre spond ingly diverse implications for the economics of 

innovation. At one extreme, the firm might draw upon the external 

knowledge environment only by way of the prior ooucation and experience of 

its personnel, which in tum might contain little of direct relevance to 

the firm's operations. In that case, the entire burden of bringing general 

urrlerstarrl ing of the laws of physics, patterns of human behavior, 

management technique and ro forth to bear upon the firm's problem would 

fall upon the firm's own personnel, am be furrled from the firm's own 

resources. At the other extreme, the external environment might throw up a 

series of fully developoo and novel alternatives to the productive routines 

then employoo by the firm, leaving the firm with only the task of mking 

re la ti vely minor adapta tions to the uniq ue circumstances of its own 

particular organization and input and output markets. The real examples of 

this sort of situation are cases vtlere the government has funded the R & D 

that brings forth these novel alterna tives, or where equipmen t suppliers do 
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most of the R & D relating to the productive processes of their customers. 

In the range between the two extremes, what the firm typically obtains by 

searching its environment is a collection of fragments of knowledge of 

possible usefulness in the improvement of its routines--a complaint from a 

customer about a hazard associated with a re med iable naw in the pre sen t 

product design, a new lubricant for a high-speed machine, a short course 

that purpcrts to increase the effectiveness of supervisory personnel. 

Because mvel ideas of this sort are of limited scope relative to the full 

routine, and because an organizational routine functions as a coordinated 

whole, there is always a need for a process of assimilation of the novelty. 

Such a process requires complementary problellB-solving effort by the firm 

itself. 

Finally, the firm may look inward when it seeks the new ideas and 

skills needed to improve its rou tines. A large firm, and particularly a 

large firm that dominates its field of ac tivity, may be able to support the 

development of a highly specialized branch of science or e:1gineering to the 

point where it achieves, in effec t, baJkward vertical integra tion into the 

produc tion of knowledge re levant to its ac tivities. In a small firm, 

inward-looking search might better be typified by a look in the suggestion 

box. Change involves insightful solutions to recurring difficulties with 

the existing routines, fine-tuning of process parameters, better adaptation 

to the idiosyncratic It-rengths and weaknesses of the f'irm's personnel or 

equipment, or minor design improvements in process or product. 

Of course, a searching firm need not confine itself to exploiting only 

one of these three categories of knowledge oources. Tt can explore them 

all and choose to exploit the best of the ideas discovered, or even combine 

all three in the course of a single R Se D projec t. It seems clear, 
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however, that there are big differences aroong industries and technologies 

re gard ing the roles of the f:K)urces. Along with differences in the re la tive 

impertance (somehow measured) of the different sources, there are 

differences in a variety of related aspects, including such matters as the 

intrinsic ease er difficulty of imitation, the number of distinguishable 

knowledge bases ~levant to a productive routine, the degree to which 

successes in basic ~search translate easily into success in applied 

research (am vice versa), the size of the resource corr:mi t men t typical of a 

"project" am f:K) forth. To characterize the key featu~s of a particular 

knowledge environment in these various ~ spec ts is to define a 

"technological regime". 

An earlier paper by Nelson and Winter examined some of the 

implications of the difference between a "science-based" and a "cumula ti ve" 
6 

regime of technological change. The "science-based" regime as described in 

that work, has at least three distinguishable aspects. First, innovative R 

& D effort draws on knowledge f:K)urces externaI to the industry, and the 

na tu~ of the indu stry ts R & D is to assimi la te or "reduce to prac tice" new 

ideas generated elsewhere--for example, in university science departments, 

or in government ~ search labera tories. This implies that there are 

diminishing ~tums to industry R & D at any given time, because the 

exogenously determined externaI knowledge oources play the role of a "fixed 

factor" which is not increased by imustry R & D effort. See ond ly, the 

technological opportunity presented by the externaI sources is itself 

continuously improving. Thus, in spite of the aforementioned diminishing 

retums mechanism, a constant flow rate of R & D effort does not yield 

dec rea sing ~tums over time, because the stock of assimi lable but 

umssimilated new technological ideas is continuously ~plenished. In fact 
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a partieular eonstant now rate of industry R & n tends to be assoeiated 

with a partieular path of produetivity advanee, a path that traeks the 

exogenously arlvaneing opportunity with a lag whose magnitude varies with 

the eonstant level of R & n expenditure. Finally, the representation of an 

iOO ividual innovation, an innovation R & n "draw" in the earlier paoer 

implies that innovations are in a certain sense eomprehen sive. That is, an 

adopted innovation fully determines a firm's teehnologieal state, without 

re ference to the sta te of the firm prior to he innovation. Implicitly, 

this suggests that the externaI knowledge oources on whieh the firm draws 

are yielding oomething like complete produetive routines re. ther than ideas 

that promise :improvement in only a pcrtion of the routine. 

In the "eumula tive technology" regime "a firm innovates by making 

improvements in its own current technique--not by drawing en the new 
7 

knowledge crea ted externaI to the industry." As applied in the earlier 

paper, this concept merges two ideas that might better be kept separa te. 

The first is that the firm's innovative R & Dinvolves looking inward for 

new koowledge; thus productivity levels in different firm that are making 

the same innovative effort evolve ind ep end ently. The other is the idea 

that there is no diminishing retums to innovative effort, no using up of 

the potential for incremental improvement. Apparently, each adjustment of 

technique that produces an improvement in productivity also genera tes new 

puzzles, whose 00 luHon perm! ts f U l"'th er advance. This implicit assurnption 

is re flec ted in the explicit assumption that a constant level of innovative 

effort yields a constant rate of productivity increase and unit eost 

reduc tion, the ra te being proportiona l to the innovative effort. ! priori, 

one would think that these pattems characterized an extreme ca se , and that 

some degree of diminishing retums to innovative effort directed inward 
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would be typical. 

Two Schumpeterian Regimes 

As is well known, the view of capita list development that Schumpeter 

set forth in Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy (s chumpeter, (1950), cited 

henceforth as CSDJ am other later works differs markaHy in ernphasis from 

the account given in his early book, The Iheory of Economic Development 

rschumpeter, (1934), originally published in German (1911), cited ... 
henceforth as TED]. The earlier work is deserved ly famous, above all, for 

its insistence that episodic change is amtural, essential and 

characteristic feature of the capitalist economy. Numerous theoretical 

issues are shown to be revealed in a different and clearer light when this 

central fact is graspaL But it is the individual capitalist entrepreneur 

who plays the leading role in Schumpeter's drama of capitalism, and it is 

the explication of the entrepreneur's motives, persona lit y, social function 

and retums that occupies most of the pages of the book. Economic 

development is "defined by the carrying rot of new combinations", (TED, p. 

66) and this is the func tion of the entrepreneur, the exemplar of 

leadership in economic life (TED, p. 88). Greatpains are taken to make 

clear what the en trepreneur is not: He is not a mere manager, (TED, p. 

77) nor is he intrinsically, a risk-bearer, or a capitalist, or an inve.'1tor 

(TED, p. 88). 

There is another non-attribute of the entrepreneur, and it is of 

particular re levance to the d1ange of emphasis between TED am CSD. He is 

not associated with an established firm. Rather, he is typically an 

outsider, a newcomer to the field in which he makes his innovative 

contr ibution. 
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new combina tions are, as a rule, embodied in new firtm which 
generally do not arise out of the old ones but start producing 
beside them. This fact ••• explains important features of the 
course of events. Especially in a competitive economy, in which 
new combinations mean the competitve elimination of the old, it 
explains on the one hand the process by which ind ividuals and 
families rise and fall economically and SJcially and which is 
peculiar to this form of organization, as "(,Ell as a whole series of 
other phenomena of the business cycle, of the IOOchanism of 
formation of private fortunes, am SJ on. (TED, pp. 66-67). 

By contrast, the analysis of CSD calls attention to the advantages that 

makes the large (or IlDnopolistic) enterprise particularly effective a$ an. 

engine of economic progress. Among the mny points adduced or implied in 

Schumpeter's ambiguous discussion, there is a reaoonably clear suggest ion 

that a large enterprise is favored in its ability to reap the retums from 

the innovations which spring from its own re search labora tories. And it is 

plainly rot the case that innovation is typically the work of outsiders. 

This fact is the key to Schumpeter's gloomy appraisal of the outlook for 

capitalism. By taking over the entrepreneurial function, the innovative 

industrial concem mkes entrepreneurs obsolete and thereby undermines the 

sociological and ideological founda tions of capitalist society itself. 

Since capitalist enterprise, by Hs very aJhievements, tends to 
automatize progress, we conclude that it tends to make itself 
superfluous-to break to pieces under the pressure of its own 
success. The perfec tly bureaucra tized giant industr ial unit not 
only rusts the small or med ium-sized flrm and 'expropriates ' i ts 
ow.ners, tut in the end it also ousts the entrepreneur and 
expropriates the bourgeoisie as a class mich in the process stand s 
to lose not only Hs income but also what is inf'initely more 
important, its function. The true pacemakers of socialism \-lere not 
the inte llec tuals or agitators who preached it but the Vanderbilts, 
Camegies and Rockefellers. (CSD, 134) 

This appraisal is actually pref'igured in TED, at the end of the passage 
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quoted above, and a1so at pp. 155-56, where it is said that "... the 

progressive "automatization" of deve10pment ••• tends to weaken the 

significance of the entrepreneuria1 function." 

It seems reaoonab1y c1ear that, in Schumpeter's thinking, the contrast 

between the two appraisa1s of the process of economic deve10pment is 

1arge1y a oontrast of historical stages. The threatened obso1esence of the 

entrepreneur is itself a resu1t of deve10pment, specifically, it is a 

consequence of the combination of two great meta-innovations, the giant 

enterprise and the industria1 research 1abcratory. There is no suggestion 

in Schumpeter, and certain1y the historical record provides no reaoon to 

suggest that the promise of superior efficacy in subsequent innovation was 

a impcrtant reason for the deve10pment of 1arge firms. As for the 

industria1 research 1abcratory, it is p1ain1y a deliberate organizational 

innovation direc ted to the produc tion of inventions; in itself it did not 

take over the entrepreneuria1 function. The obsolesence of the 

entrepreneur is apparentlyafundamental but unintended resu1t of prior 

entrepreneuria1 success--a particular1y significant examp1e of the way 

"economic life itself changes its own ca ta by fits and starts". (TED, 62). 

'fhere is certain1y an impcrtant element of truth in the claim that 

the re has been a rrajor historical shift in the sources and processes of 

innovation, with 1arge firms and their R & 1) establishments playing a Illlch 

more :impcrtant ro1e now than they did in the late nineteenth century. But 

entrepreneurs are not a threatened species, am neither, for that matter 

are individua1 inventors. They survive in a number of niches, sometimes in 

competition and oometimes in symbiosis wi.th research-intensive industrial 

giants. Empirically, therefore, there is a cross-sectional phenomenon 

requiring exp1ana tion: un:ler what circumstances are new firms 1ead by 
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ind ividual entrepreneurs a mjor source of innovation? And there is a 

correspcnding theoretical question, a problem in comparative dyramics: 

what differences in exogenous factors might dispose an industry to an 

"entrepreneuriaI " mode of developmen t, in which innovation is of ten 

associated with the appearance of new firms, while an otherwise simi lar 

industry is marke:i by a "routinized" mode in which innovations typically 

come from established large firms? In particular, is the difference 

between the two modes traceable in part to differences in the technological 

regime in which development takes place? To throw some light on these 

q uest ions is the min purpose of this paper. 

The following sec tions set these quest ions in the conten t of an 

evolutionary model of the birth and development of an industry. Tt is 

proposed that ~chumpeter's two views of innovation can be associated with 

different technological regimes, which in tum are representable by 

different settings of the parameters of the evolutionary model. The 

simulations reported in Section IV indicate that this approach "works" in 

the sense that the simulated histories differ in numerous respects that are 

remi.niscent of the differenee between Schumpeter's two accounts. What the 

simulations provide is a specif~c quantitative illustration of an 

interpretation of the Schumpeterian contrast whose general structure is now 

to be describe:i. 

The founding of a new industry is always an entrepreneurial 

innovation, at least in the sense that it cannot be the ac tion of a firm 

already established in that industry. And it well my happen that among 

the early mtrants to the industry are other entrepreneuriaI innovators, 

not mere imitators of the founder. The open question is what happens as 

the industry matures. One possibility is that the established firms "pull 
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away"; their technological performance is such as to leave them beyond the 

reach of any challenge from new entry. In this case, the Shirting winds of 

innovative fortune in the industry will be registered in 

concentra tion-increasing stochastic growth; eventually there will be a few 

large, old firIIB who genera te mst of the progre ss. In the polar opposite 

case, the early E!'ltrants find it difficult to move beyond their original 

achievements; new possibili ties emerge and are seized by newentrants, 

driving the older firIIB into dec line and perhaps out of existence. The 

la ter en trants in their tum then cling to the oources of their or igina l 

success, and the cycle repeats. The contrast between these two cases could 

be expre ss ed as a contrast between high and low technological barriers to 

entry--but this is a description rather than an explanation. The problem 

is to explain the relative roles of entrants and established firIIB. 

So far as established firlTB are concemed, their innovative 

performance will presumably be strong if industry e::!onomics are favorable 

to innovation. This requires that some combination of secrecy, patent 

protection and intrinsic difficulty of imitation permits the innovator to 

appropriate substantiaI retums from innovation. It also requires that 

technological opportunity be improving over time, either from oources 

externaI to the industry er because a cumulative advance of knowledge can 

be genera ted within the narrow sphere of the industry's own ac tivity. 

'Pina lly, the appearance of larger firlTB through growth I1BY be a cause, as 

well as an eITect, of sustained and profitable innovative achievement. 

What determines the strength of the dlallenge that established firIIB 

face from innovative entry? Although the actual level of innovative (and 

imi tative) entry is jointly determined with all other aspec ts of the 

industry cutcome, it is proposed here that the supply of innovative entry 
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is limited and usually determined by considerations external to the 

industry. Innovative entry is an action that is not considered in the 

abstrac t-"Let 's think ~ a new rec ipe for fried chicken and make 

millions"--but as the realization of a specific possibility that is already 

in hand-"This is an awfully good recipe for fried chickm; is there some 

way to mke a lot of roney off of it?" fbI" a particular industry, the 

supply of (or "potential") innovative entry in a particular time period is 

determined by the joint occurrence of innovative ideas re levant to the 

industry with the entrepreneuriaI traits and dispositions that will lead to 

serious considera tion of an entry attempt. The latter fac tor is difficult 

to relate to the circumstances of a particular industry, rut the former is 

likely to be roughly proportiona l to the number of people exposed to the 

knowledge base from which i.l'lnovative ideas might derive. While it would be 

difficult to mke a comprehensive m=asurement of such exposure , it is easy 

to name particular circumstances that favor large exposure and hence a high 

level of potential innovative entry. One possibility is that the 

industry's activity involves no specialized knowledge base at all; 

understanding of its elements is accessible to large numbers of people, 

given the gmeral education and experience typical of the society. For 

industries that do have a specialized knowledge base, the question is what 

ac tivities in the oociety, apart from the industry itself, gro era te 

exposure to that base. The answer may be a similar production or research 

activity carried on under governmental or non-profit auspices, or in an 

upstream industry that supplies equipment embodying the specialized 

technology, or a downstream industry that. relies on the f'lrst industry for 

components. 
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What the potential innovative entrant has in hand, aceording to this 

aeeount, is ene promising idea. But it may be that one sueh idea, even a 

very good one, eonstitutes on1y a part of a reeipe for innovative suecess. 

If the other ingred ients are conmonp1aee, it may be re la tive1y easy to 

carry rot the "new eombination" and create a produetive routine that will 

challenge the established firns. If there are numerous eooteric elements 

in the ae tivities of established firns, am particu1ar1y if the 

coordina tion of different elements is itself eooterie, then the potential 

innovative entry is unlike1y to be followed by actua1 entry. 

The distinetion between the two Schumpeterian regimes invo1ves a 

reversal of the re 1ative ro1es of innovation by ffi trants and established 

firms. An entrepreneuria1 regime is one that is favorab1e to innovative 

entry and unfavorab1e to innovative aetivity by established firns; a 

rou tin iz ed regime is one in whieh cond itions are the other way around. 

This is the paUem of the parameter settings in the simulations that 

follow. But there is e1ear1y ID reason to expect that real situations 

wou1d necessarily fall neat1y and e1ear1y into one box or the other. 

III. The Mode1 

The nnde1 set forth here is a further e1abcra tion of that emp10yed in 

previous Nelson and Winter work on ~chumpeterian competition. On1y the 

novel features of the present model will be nntivated and described in 

detail here, rot the basie structure of the rrode1 will be reviewed. 

Basic Struc ture 
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The rrodel describes an industry composed of a number of single product 

firms. The industry faces a downward sloping demand cune in the output 

market and constant prices in its input markets. There is a single input, 

capital, that is fixErl in the "short run" of a single period. Each firm 

also is comnitted, in the short run, to a single technique. It employs 

this technique at the highest level consistent with available capita!. All 

techniques have the same variable input cost per unit capital; I';iven this 

assumption techniques can be characterized by their productivity levels 

(output per unit capital) • Capital physically depreciates at ra te b per 

period, and interest rate f represents the normal retum on capital in the 

industry. 

In addition to their productive techniques, the organizational 

routines of the firms in the rodel include decision rules goveming 

spending Cl1 R & D. These rules are characterized by expenditure ra tes, per 

unit capital per period, on two types of R & D, innovative and imitative. 

These are the only ron-produc tion costs incurred by the firms. 

Thus the short run system is simply: 

1) Q = A • K 
it it it 

'2, A) Q = LO 
t it 

.;t b ) 
p = D(Q ) 
t t 

~) ." = p .A - c - r - r 
it t it imt int 
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where K is capital, A is the productivity of capital, O is output, P is the 

price of output, D(.) is the demam -price func tion, production cost per 

unit capital is c = f + b + v, v is variable production cost per unit 

capital, ." is economic profit per unit capital, am l" 

imt 
am l" are the 

int 
rates of imitative and innovative R &: D expenditure per unit capital. 

The dymmic equations of the nodel specify the probabilistic 

dependence of the shot ron state of period t+1 on the short ron state of 

period t. These transitions include the entry of new firIlS, the 

disappearance of firIlS that have shrunk below mLnimum size or are 

systematically ee.ming negative retums, am changes in the variables T( , 

it 
A ,l" ,l" A fifth variable describing the state of the individual 
it imt int 

firm plays a role in the specification of these tr'ansitions. This is X ; 
it 

in effect it is a distributed lag function of 7f . ~ubject to a 
it 

qualification noted below, this is generated by the following partial 

adjustment equation 

X =~X +(1-9)71 0<9<1 
it i(t-1) it 

The variable X is called performance. The full spec ification of the 

industry state at time t requires specification of the five state variables 

for each individual firm existing at time t, plus the level of latent 

productivity at time t, L. Given this information, the probability 
t 

distribution of the next industry state--including characteristics of new 

entrants--is determined, in the manner now to be described. 

The value of A is determLned by a two 
Ht+1 ) 

stage random process. In the first stage, the quest ion is whether the 

firm's innovative and imitative R & D activities will yield innovation or 
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imitation "draws" in the current period. The answer is determined by 

indepmdent random variables d and d that take on values zero (no) 
imt int 

and one (yes) with 

Pr(d = 1) = a • r • K , and 
imt m imt it 

Pr(d = 1J = a • r . T( 

int n int it 

These relations should be thought of as a discrete bionomiaI approximation 

to a continuous time Poisson process govem ing imi ta tion and innovation 

draws; the approximation is a good one if the probabilities in 5a-b) are 

small. In the second stage, the issue is the outcome of the draw(s). If a 

firm gets an imitation draw, it samples from a distribution derivErl from 

the ac tual capital-weighted distribution of productivity leve Is curren tly 

prevailing in the industry. If a firm gets an innovation draw, its second 

stage process includes a sampling from a distribution of technological 

opportunities ~(A ; t, A ) that depmds on time and its own current 
it 

productivity. The details of the Lmitation and innovation assumptions 

involvErl in the simulation runs of the present paper are givm in the 

following section. The ac tual productivity level of the f'i.rm in period 

(t+1) is the best available from its current technique and the results of 

its draws, if any. When it obtains both types of draws, then, 

,,) 

where A* 
it 

= ~ax rA ,A * ,A J 
it it it 

am A are respectively the results of the imitation and 
it 

innovation draws. 



Investment (viable firns). In the investment equation 

K 
i( t+ 1) 

= I ( p. AiC~ Q; t , 7r ,,~) . y 

c at it it 
+ (1 - b ) K 

it 
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the gross investment function I(.) is desired investment bounded below by 

the nonnegativity condition and above by financable investment. Desired 

investment may be thought of as based on a comparison of the firl!l3 ac tual 

markup over production cost with a target markup that depends positively on 

the firm's market share, with positive net investment implied when ac tual 

mark up exceeds the target. The result is that desired gross investment 

respoods positively to the ratio of current price to unit production cost; 

the latter is calculated by reference to the productivity level that will 

prevail in the following period. De sired investment re spond s negatively to 

mark et share, Q /0 
it t 

The financial constraint is determined by net 

income plus depreciation expense aug men ted , if positive, by externaI 

financing in rome ratio to net income. Note that the dependenee of the 

financial constraint on current profitability implies that a highly liquid 

firm that has been profitable in the past may have a binding financing 

constraint if its current profitability is low. This is somewhat 

unrealistic implication reflects a cOl1ITlitment to a more basic assumption 

made in the interests of simplicity: balance sheet magnitudes do not 

affec t firm bEhavior. A band onment of that assumption would introduce into 

the model a substantiaI set of interre la ted complexities, involving 

modeling of financial accounting, dividend pOlicy, debt structure, and 

capital market functioning. This undertaking will have to be left to the 
9 

future • 
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Exit. A firm may exit the indu stry, never to reappear, for either of 

two reaoons. One is that by invest ing less than the amount of phYsical 
min 

depreciation, it shrinks below a minimum capital stock level, ~ A 

special condition on the desired investment function assures that this 

never happens "voluntarily"; a firm will invest to cover depreciation if it 

can, when failure to do 00 would re sult in exit. 

This exit condition is interpreted as a very simple approximation to a 

situation in which there are sharply increasing retums to sca le ~ to a 

critical output level, above which retums are constant. Note that since 

minimum scale is here specified in term of the capital input, the 

effective "minimum optimal scale" in term of output increases with 

produc tivity. 

The other condition for exit is that the firm's rate of retum on 
min 

capital is persistently below a critical negative level, X ,in the sense 

that the performance variable X is below this level. In the context of 
it 

min 
the rodel as a whole, the logical value for X is minus the level of 

costs other than variable production costs per unit capital; since these 
min 

costs vary aJ ross firIlfl with different R & D policies and since X is 

specified in advance, this can be achieved only approximately. The 
min 

ra tiona le for this value of X is that the exit cond ition then 

corre spood s to a persistent failure to cover variable production costs. 

Since there is no cyclical or random variation in demand in the l!Ddel, in 

"rraetice"--that is, urrler conditions typical of the simulations that have 

been done with the l!Ddel-such a failure ind icates that the firm has fallen 

far below the average industry productivity track because it does not spend 

enough on R & D. There is always the possibility that a lucky R & D draw 
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wou1d reverse the dec line of such a firm, hut against that prospect (in 

"prac tice" re mo te ) must be we ighed the fao t of continuing oot-of-pocket 

10sses. 

Capital is treated as irreversib1y comnitted at the firm level, so the 

capital of exiting firms simp1y disappears. Other thin~s equa1, exit 

reduces industry ootput of the following period and raises price. 

In sumnary then, 

T( • = O for all ?" ,. t if 
or 

or if 

min 
X < X 
it 

Adaptive Change in ~ ! ~ Po1icies 

In the previously published Ha lson and Winter simula tions, the R & D 

policy parameters r am r have been fixed at the firm level, am thus 
imt int 

the industry average policies have dl a ng ed in the course of simula ted time 

on1y as a resu1t of se1ection. Here, a simple satis ficing and random 

search mechanism opera tes to rrod ify the policies of ind ividua1 firms. The 

definition of "satisfac tory"--the aspiration 1evel of the satis ficing 
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mode1-is performance that is at 1east as good as the current industry 

-capita1-weighted average return, 7! . A firm that has an unsatisfactory 
t 

performance makes incrementa1 adjustments of its policy in the direction of 

industry average policy, mod ified by rand om disturbances. 

'> -r = r for X - 7T-t; 
im(t+1) imt it 

9a 

( 1 - /3) /J- - for X < 1Tt; r = r + r + u 
im(t+1) im mt imt it 

r = r for X ~ 7ft 
in(t+1) int it 

9b 

-
r = ( 1 - P) r + DF + u for X ii: < 1:ti: 
in(t+1) int nt int 

Here, r am ~ are the (capita1-weighted) industry average policies of 
mt nt 

the period, parameter 8 satisfies O < ~< 1, and random variables u and 
imt 

u are normal, i. i. d. aeross firms and time, with zero means and 
int 

standard deviations er am () respective1y. 
m n 

Note that these adaptation ru1es incorporate a ra tionality that is 

decided ly boumed. "'irns do not inquire into the re 1evance of firm size to 

their pOlicies, nor even ask whether their current productivity levels are 

high or low in the industry, or how long it has been since they had an 
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R & D soocess. One could easily set forth adaptation rules that displayed 

a higher level of pracedural rationality. In favor of a simple formulation 

like 9a-b), it may be said (1) that it is simple (ii) that the fact that a 

real firm might rationally ask itself nnre sophisticated questions about 

its policies doe s oot assure that such quest ions could be ra tiona 11y 

answered, given the information and insight actua11y available, (iii) that 

the mechanism will work effectively when firm policies are badly out of 

line with what makes sense in the environment, but some are more out of 

line than other. 

Of course , the picture that emerges in a particular simula tion will 

reflect the values of the parameters P~tr, am tro The issues involved in 
m n 

choosing these settings reflect oome genuine conundruIllS relevant to a world 

in which ac tor s must grape for successful policies with the aid of very 

limi ted information and urrlerstand ing about the total system in which they 

are emba:ided. For example, large values of (J am cs- imply that if there 
m n 

are well-defined optimal policies, firms will be broadly dispersed aroum 

the optima even after the adaptation process has done its work. On the 

other ham, high dispersion means faster movement toward the optimum if it 

is far away--which is possible even arter adaptation has occurred, since 

the environment may change and the optimal policies with it. 

Finally, since the policies at issue here have stochastic results, it 

is rea sona ble to impute to the rrodel ac tor s some awareness of this fac t, 

am a correspond ing recognition that sensible judgement of policies 

requires some oort of averaging over time. This is accomplished first of 

all by the use of the "smoothed" performance measure X 
it 

ra ther than 'fr in 
it 

the satisficing comition. It is also reflected in the fact (am to the 

extent) that fJ< 1: firms tend to re ta in the "identities" of their 
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policy comni tments over time, even while dlanging policies. And it is 

reflected in two qualifications to the foregoing account. (1) Even when 

the satisficlng trigger is activated, the change process then ensures only 

with a probability h < 1. With probability 1 - h the firm thinks t"'~aybe 

r r 
the problem will go away," am chooses not to deal with it "just oow". 

(ii) Whm policy change does oocur, the performance rooasure X is 
it 

incremented by an arrount~. This is an indirect (but appealing) way of 

reflecting the familiar and rational desire to give new policies some time 

to establish a record on which their roorits can be judged. 

Entry and Indu stry Birth 

It seell'5 re a sona ble to approach the problem of mdeling En try al the 

assumption that mtry into a line of business is an ac tion takEn in an 

attempt to seize a perceive1 profit opportunity. HOWElver, this gEneral 

state men t attains a highdegree of plausibility by virtue, in part, of a 

corre spond ing vagueness. The number of q uest ions requiring answers to 

specify a particular mdel within the general framework of a profit-seeking 

apprc:e.ch is large, and imp<rtant differences in the implications of the 

model tum on the answers supplied. 

It is widely recognized that the problem of defining a "perceive1 

profit opportunity" is central to the task of rodeling Entry, and hence to 

the theory of indu str ia l struc ture. Th is is sue has long been promi nen t in 

discussion of the limit pricing theories of the Bain-Sylos type, and has 

become even mre 00 in the recent developmen ts of the theory of stra tegic 

entry deterrenee (see, e.g., Salop 1979, Eaton - Lipsey 1981, Rreps and 

Wilson 1982, Milgrom and Roberts 1982). The key point is that mtry, even 

more than rost economie behavior, is an ac tion takEn in re sponse to an 
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image of the future. The pcrtion of that image that relates to the market 

environment may be rooted in the ac tual sta te of the market being m tered, 

as of the time the entry calculation is made. l<'or a variety of reasons, 

however, the image of the post-entry state of the market cannot 

automatica11y be identified with its ac tual pre -en try sta te: the market 

situation may change au tonomously over the time interval in which en try 

occurs, it may change as a direct result of the new capacity and sales 

added by the entrant, or it may change because incumbmt firm modify their 

behavior in response to the appearance of the entrant. 

Of course, to assess a possible profitopportunity , a potential 

entrant must also work with an image of itself as a participant in the 

market. It must, for example, have an idea of what its costs of production 

will be, am how they will change over time. It may need to ask what 

distinctive competitive advantages it brings to the market, am whether 

the re are likely to prove permanent er are likely to be eroded over time by 

the imitative activities of its rivals, or by other processes. All of the 

these appraisals are, of course, subject to error. A model of entry must 

contain, in however simplified a form, some characterization of the 

self-perception of the entrant. 

l<'ina 11y, a nodel of entry need s to specify where potential entrants 

an::! their perceivoo opportunities come from. Textbook e:::onomic theory 

evades the difficult and inte re st ing part of this problem by ~rking either 

with models in which the number of firms in considered fixed, or with "free 

entry" c ond itions in which entry opportunities are und ifferentia ted among 

potential entrants, who themelves exist in indefinitely large numbers. 

The former assumption is unrealist ic and clearly bars the door to 

explaining mtry and industrial structure, while the latter is equa11y 
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unrealistic as a general proposition and also very troubleoome when 

incorpcra ted in a rodel that attempts to charac terize the dyramics of 
10 

industry adjustment. As a ra tura 1 consequence of its greater concem with 

the realities of the economie policy arena, the industrial organization 

lite ra ture has given rore attention to the possibility that potential 

entrants might be limited in number and differentiated in their positions 

relative to the market. But there are few modeling efforts along this 

line. 

The spec ifi c model describerl below, am incorpcra ted in the computer 

simulation model, embodies very simple assumptions about each of these 

aspects of the entry problem. As in the remainder of the simulation model, 

the guiding principles in the formulation of this pcrtion include a high 

valuation placed on simplicity and compreh ensibili ty, a reaoonable degree 

of contact with crthodox theoryat least in its "appreciative" version, a 

desire to capture important q uali ta ti ve feature s of the observed phenomena , 

am a preference for representing individual actors as making 

straightforward calculations on the basis of data likely to be available to 

them, as opp osed to inputing to them a deep und erstam ing of the system as 

a whole. 

Model specifics: the entry decision. The foumation of the model 

entry is a particular charac terization of the m ture of receiverl entry 

opportunities and the process by which they arise. Tt is assumed that 

there is some level of "background" R & D activity that is relevant to the 

industry's technology but is not fumed by the industry itself. Some of 

this is "innovative" R & D that generates possible production techniques by 

drawing ro the general fum of knowledge re levant to the industry's 

practice, while oome is "imitative" effort that explores the possibility of 
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replicating the production routines of extant firIIB. In the nx>del, the 

amount of activity of these two types is represented by equivalent R & D 

expend iture levels, although no identified ac tor is making the expend iture. 

The two expenditure levels are the nndel's abstract representation of 

a variety of real world processes. For example, the innovative component 

may be thought as reflecting the fact that R & D in technologically related 

indu str ies sometimes yields, serend ipitously, results useful in a 

particular industry, or the fact that such re sults are sometimes genera ted 

by R & D program financed by governments or non-profit inst itutions, or by 

inventors who pursue their a:!tivities on the basis of personal comnitment 

and enthusiasm rather than on the basis of close calculation of prospective 

retums on investment. The imitative component, on the other hand, may be 

thought of a representing the level of diffuse search for profit 

opportunities carried on in the economy as a whole, relative to the number 

of possible targets for such activity. Search of this type requires the 

de:iication of real resources to the task of locating and evaluating 

opportunities, am thus doe s not go on at an arbitrarily high level. Such 

search is motivated by the prospect that profit opportunities of quality 

sufficient to just if Y the costs of the search will be located somewhere , 

but because it is not targeted on the particular industry und el" ana lysis 

its level is appropriately assumed to be unaffected by what transpires in 

that industry. 

Externa l innovative and imi ta tive R & D expend iture is assumed to tum 

up possible production techniques--represented in the nndel by productivity 

levels-in just the same fashion that the R & D expend iture of firms in the 

industry does so. The number of such "draws" generated in a single nndel 

period is 'Poisson variable with parameter proportional to the level of 
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equivalent externai R & D expenditure sp~ified. 

IDa.) ~ = a R 
t m m 

N = a E 
t n n 

Here M 
t 

and N are the !reans of the independent Poisson variates "number of 
t 

imitative potential entrants in period t" and "number of innovative 
11 

potential entrants in period t". 

~hether a potential entrant becomes an actual entrant depends on the 

evaluation of the profit opportunity represented by the draw. The 

evaluation consists of multiplying the productivity level that is the 

result of the draw by the current price of output and subtracting from the 

result the cost of production per unit capital, thus arriving at a net rate 

of excess return per market period. The possibility of error in this 

calculation--particularly, of error in the judgement of the productivity 

level prior to cctual use of the technique--is represented by adding to 

this difference a rand om error term. The re sulting "perceived " ra te of 

return r is compared with "entry barrier" ra te, r , and if the former 
e 

exceed s the latter, entry oocurs. 

The "entry barrier" rate may be thought of as a <h anne l through which 

one or m:>re of the following causes influence the rate of entry. J:'irst, it 

may be re gard ed as re flec ting the potential entrant 's recognition that its 

own entry at a non-negligible scale relative to existing industry output 

will depress the output price below the current level. 
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On this interpretation, the magnitude of r lo«>uld depald q:)on the 
e 

intended scale of altry, the perceived demand elast icity in the output 

market, am the reac tion (if any) of incumbal t firm:> to the appearance of 

the newaltrant and its output. In a simi lar but more galeraI vein, the 

rate r MaY be thought as a lOOasure of the appropriate level of caution 
e 

induced by the thought that future market conditions may be less favorable 

than those of the m men t ; such a tum for the worse might be expec ted not 

only beJause of the entrant 's own impac t but also because other firm:> may 

enter subsequently, or beJause technological change may be expected to 

render the now-profitable technique of the entrant obsolescent. Third, but 

related to the point just men t ioned , the Jr may be re gard ed as 
e 

corresponding to the level of R & D expalditure per unit capital that is 

required to keep the new firm's technique advancing at a ra te that will 

make positive production profits possible. t:'inally, the entry barrier rate 

may be conceiverl as the excess retum per unit of production capital 

required (at intended altry scale) to amortize an investment in initial 

learning er other start-up costs of the enterprise. 

In brief, the potential entrant becomes an actual entrant if 

II) 
P.A -c)r +u 
t e e et 

where A is the productivity level from the potential entrant's R & D draw 
e 

am will be its productivity level in period t+1 if it alters. r is the 
e 

entry barrier ra te whose flexible inte rpre ta tion was just described, am 

u is the random error term (normal, mean zero, standard deviation (I) 
iet e 
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Model specifics: entrant characteristics. Given that entry is to 

occur, there remains the problem of specif'ying the initial characteristics 

of the new firm. Only the productivity level is already explicitly 

determined when the entry decision is made--a fac t which emphasizes the 

point that the theory und erlying the m:x:Iel treats entry as an attempt to 

exploit a profi table production technique that is already in hand, rather 

than, for example, an attempt to exploit an R l1t D stra tegy. 

The initial capital stock of an entrant is determined by a draw from a 

normal distr ibution (mean K*, standard deviation ~ ), truncated below at 
K 

min 
K The nodel 's logic imposes ro further struc ture on the determina tion 

of the entry scale. Implicitly, however, both the assumed form of the 

en tr y criterion and the se para tion of the en try quest ion from the 

determina tion of entry scale re flect a supposition that E!1try scale is 

small relative to the size of the market. Where entry at large scale is a 

possibili ty, realism both of assumptions and re sults ~uld call for the 

prospec tive entrant to surveyalterna tive scales, consider the likely 

impac t on output price, and dloose among the alterna tives with an eye to 

prospec tive profi tabili ty. When entry scale is small re la tive to the 

market, the impac t on price is also small and the realized ra te of re tum 

is therefore insensitive to the entry scale; the survey of alterna tives is 

inessential. But of course, it st i11 matters a great deal to industry 

structure (an:! to absolute profitability) whether "smll" means a tenth of 

the mrket er a hlndred th of the market. 

The policies toward imitative and innovative R & D of an entering firm 

are determined by essentially the same TOOchanism that opera tes for an 

exist ing firm when it makes a policy change. One difference is that the 
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/3 
para mete rA. appearing in equations 9a-b) is takE!1 equal to one, there being 

no existing policies from which to d1ange incrementally. Also, if the 

policy resulting from this process w:>uld leave the firm making losses at 

the current price, the policy is scaled do\oCJ propcrtionally to the 

breakeven level. 

'l"ina lly, the performance variable X of the en tering firm is 
it 

initialized at the value of the post-policy change increment, A. 

Industry Birth. \-lith a few adjustments and additions, the rrodel that 

describes entry when the industry is already in existence can serve to 

describe industry birth--entry by the innovator-founder(s) of the industry. 

As in the entry model proper, the key assumption is that there exist s 

"background R & D" that is supported for reaoons that have little or 

nothing specifically to do with the prospect of profitable operation in the 

industry-to-be. Some such assumption seems indicated if one concedes that 

the discovery and evaluation of entry opportunities is not costless in 

Uself. It strains credulity to suppose that the R & D activity that leads 

to the birth of an industry typically derives from an economie calculation 

that depE!1ds closely al the (unlmown) characteristics of the 

industry-to-be--although it might well derive from a calculation favoring a 

generalized alertness to the existence of innovative opportunity. 

The !mi ta ti ve compooen t of b a:! kground R & D o f course irre levant when 

there is as yet mthing to imitate. The effort represented by the 

innovative compooent, it is assumed , antedates the industry itself. The 

birth of the industry occurs when this background effort groerates a 

technique with an associated productivity level that looks profitable. To 

determine the profi tabili ty of its technique, the potential entrant need s 
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to have some information about the prices of input and outputs. For 

simplicity, the strong assumption made is that input prices and the 

demand -price of the first unit can be reasonably assessed on the basis of 

the price of some existing product that is a close functional substitute 

for the new one. In this case, it is also plausible that the demand-price 

remains roughly constant over a substantiaI output range in which the new 
12 

product is being substituted for the old. 

Considered as a general framework of explana tion for the time at which 

a new industry appears, the foregoing points to three relevant 

considera tions. The first is demand, or m:>re precisely , the demand -price 

of the first unit. The see ond is technology, in the sense of the knowledge 

sources that may be drawn upon to create the industry's processes and 

products. The third is the level of ba:)kground R & D. These three faetors 

opera te in eombina tion, tut of course there are three differen t stories 

that might be told in which one of the three is the central dynamic 
13 

fae tor. In the simulations reparted below, the story is that teehnology 

improves mile demand and the level of ba:)kground R & D are constant. 

IV. Simulations 

The simulations reparted here may be re gard ed as rather elaborate 

numerieal illustrations of the distinction between the two Schumpeterian 

regimes discussed in Section II. They demonstrate that the m:>del deseriberl 

in See tion III is capable of genera ting such illustra tions when the 

distinction between the regimes is identified with different values of a 

small number of m:>del parameters. The llX)del also genera tes a wealth of 

realistic detail, some of which is relevant to the distinetion between the 
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regimes, re la ting , for example, to number of firms, firm lifetimes, 

concentra tion, pattems of innovation and diffusion, pattems of price and 

productivity change. Some of these pattems correspond to identified 

qualitative features typical of industrial development, others may be 

regarded as hypotheses that could be tested on real data. 

The Setting 

First is is necessary to describe the numerical context in which the 

contra st of the two regimes is set. The objec tive in establishing this 

context was not to represent any particular empirical situation, but to 

achieve general empirical plausibility togetheI' with theoretical simplicity 

am fami liarity--as illustra ted by the use of a unit-e last ic demand curve. 

These would seem to be the dlarac terist ics of a good numerical example. 

Also, of course, some of the particular quantitative mgnitudes set forth 

here amount to nothing more than arbitrary choices of units and thus 

represent 00 restriction of the genera lit y of the results. 

Demand and Cost. The demand curve fac ing the industry is constant, 

unit-elastic with total revenue of 64, Tt is tr'uncated and becomes 

perfectly elastic at a price of 1.20, which is conceived as corresponding 

to the priee of a elose substitute. The demand-price function is, 

there fore, 

1.20 Q ~ 53.33 
t 

p = for 
t 

64 Q > 53.33 ----Q4; t 
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The time period is a quarter year--that is, this is the interpretation 

suggested for all q uantities involving time ra tes. Cost parameters are as 

follows, 

normal ra te of retum: 

(per quarter) 

f = .015 

physical depreciation: b = .03 

(per quarter) 

variable produc tion cost: v = .115 

(per unit capital) 

total production cost: 

(per unit capital) 

c = .16 

If the productivity of capital were the same for all firms and 

constant at the level A = .16, the ordinary long run equilibrium implied by 

these values w::>uld be as shown in t;'igure 1. 'T'he equilibrium level of 

capita l is 400; the capital/output raUo in value terms is 1.56/year. 

Investment. As explained above, desired investment in the model 

depa1d s 00 a comparison of the ac tual markup over produc tion cost with a 

target markup that depa1d s on market share. Previous w::>rk has featured the 

use of the Coumot formula for the markup fac tar appropria te to a regime of 

relatively restrained competition. The Coumot formula is 
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I'J - S 

where 'l. is the elasticity of demand perceived by the firm, and s is market 

share. A re lated but more general re sult is the markup formula for a 

dominant firm that expec ts a competitive fringe to re spond along a supply 

curve of elasticity C; this is 

In the spirit of Schumpeter 's d iscussion, am in light of previous work 

with the nodel, it se e med appropriate to experiment with a oomewhat more 

aggressive investment policy than the Coumot formula genera tes. The 

choice made was the formula (13) with 'l = 1 and tr'= 2, subject to a 

qualification that reflects awareness of the price lid at 1.2. The actual 

numerical formula for the markup fac tor is then, 

,uls) 

where c = .16. F'igure 2 shows the price corre spond ing to target markup for 

a fi rm with unit cost c / A = 1. O, and shows the Coumo t formula for 

comparison. Desired gross investment per unit of existing capital i given 

by 
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I = + 
D ,- . ' 

= 1.03 - M/S) .16 

'1>4.' A,(~+,) 

~inanceable investment is net income plus depreciation plus, if net income 

is positive, twice net income in borrowed funds. 

I S" /,) I = 
F 

Finally , 

.03 + 1r 1r 
it it 

for 

.03 + 3- 7r 7f 
it it 

I = tJlax[O, Min(I , I }J 
D F 

< O = 

>0 

Performance and Exit. The performance index is the. 75, .25 weighted 

average of past performance and the current ra te of return: 

/1,) x =. 75 X +.25 7r;' t-
t t-1 

min 
Exit oocurs when capital falls below K = 10, or performance falls below 
min 

X = - .051 per quarter. 

Adaptive Policy (bange. P'or a firm with below average rate of return, 

policy change occurs with probability .5, implying that the probability of 

going four quarters with below average return and changing policy is only 

.0625. The parameter in equations is .167; that iS, the distribution of 

new policies is centered one-sixth of the W"d.y from current policy to the 
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industry average. The starrlard deviations er arrl 6"' are .0004 and .002 
ID n 

resp~tively. The innovator-founder is assigned a policy of r = .002 
imt 

arrl r = .005. Translating roughly into percentage of sales on the basis 
int 

of sales/capital = production cost/capital = .16, the founder spmds about 

1.25% of sales on imitative R & D, and about 3.13% on innovative R & D; the 

two starrlard deviations correspond to .25% and 1.25% of sales. 

Technical Olange and Entry: Comnon Features. The exogenously 

determined advance in knowledge relevant to the industry is re pre sen ted by 

an increase of latent productivity at the rate of 4% per year. Latent 

productivity defines the central tendency of the distribution of results of 

innovative R & D draws, n a n~mner described in detail below. 

The imi ta tion cond it ions of the runs corre spond to a situa tio n in 

which there is no patent protection but industrial secrecy is reasonably 

effective at preventing prompt imitation. A new productivity level 

achieved by innovative R & D is initially a secret mtirely impervious to 

imitative efforts, but b~omes vulnerable to such efforts with probability 

.125 per quarter-implying an expec ted li fe of the period of "invisibility" 

of two years. An imitation draw reveals to the imitator the technique and 

productivity level of a visible technique, where the probability that any 

particular visible technique is seen is proportional to the amount of 

capital on which that technique is employed • In particular, then an 

innovative mtrant who is small relative to the mark et is proteeted not 

only by a random period of total invisibility, but also by the fact that 

its small sh are makes it unlikely to be the target of successful imi ta tive 

effort. The latter advantage dwindles if the firm succeeds in increasing 

its sh are • 
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The coefficient a relating the probability of an imitation draw to 
m 

imitate R & D expenditure is equal to 2.5. This implies that a firm with a 

tenth of industry capital and the founder's imitation policy gets an 

imitation draw in a particular quarter with probability of approximately 

20%. The level of externaI imitative R & n is set to .2, so the expected 

number of imitative potential entrants generated per period is .5 • t:'or a 

positive entry decision, revenue per unit capital per quarter must exceed 

production cost by .007, this makes allowance for the founder's level of R 

& D expenditure. The standard deviation of the error in the entry 

calculation is .014 • Entrants are assigned initial capital values drawn 

from a normal distribution with mean 25 and standard deviation 7.5, 
min 

truncated below at the K value of 10. 

The two regimes considered belowareiden tical with re spec t to the 

expected level of innovative potential entry. The expected number of such 

entrants genera ted per period is 

one every fi ve years. With this 

.05; equivalently, the expected rate is 
-l-J,~ 

ra ther low level of expec ted en try ra te, 

" and with additional contributions of randomness from the sampling of the 

productivity distribution and the error term in the entry test, the date of 

appearance of the innovator-founder of the industry is ra ther Wl8akly 

determined • To enhance the interest in the comparison of the two regirnes 

the date of industry founding and the dlaracteristics of the founder w:!re 

make identical in the two regimes. The values cbosen were central to the 

relevant distributions. Specifically, in the first period of the 

industry's existence latent productivity is .135, the founder's 

productivity is .15, arrl founder's capital is 25. Af ter deduction of R & n 

expense, founder makes an excess return of .013 (1.3% per quarter), and 

grows in two years by 40.7%. 
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Technical O'lange and Entry: Two Regimes 

The two regimes differ, first of all, in terms of the basis of the 

explanation for the comnon rate of innovative potential entry. In the 

entrepreneuriaI case, there is a large base of effort externaI R & D 

effort, rot it generates usable results with low probability. 

Specifically, E = 2, and a = .025. This level of externaI effort is 
n n 

approximately the same as the level of innovative R & D that the industry 

itself would perform if every firm followed the founder's pOlicy. In the 

routinized regime, the two factors are an order of mgnitude different in 

opposite directions: E = .2, a = .25. In this case, if every firm 
n n 

followed the founder's policy, the innovation draws associated with 

potential entrants ~uld be an order of mgnitude rarer than those arising 

from internally financed R & D. In a sense, therefore, the different 

parameter settings direc tly imply a large difference in the re la tive 

impotance of externally and intemally gener-ated innovation. But there is 

more to the story than that: potential entry is not actual entry, and 

firms do not slavishly imitate the founder's policy. Entry, R & D 

intensity and other industry charac teristics evolve end ogenously • 

The other dimension of difference between the two regimes is the 

degree of comprehensiveness of a single innovation. In the entrepreneuriaI 

regime, a typical innovation is comprehensive in the sense that the 

productivity level arising from an innovation draw is itself the 

productivity level of the new technique. In the routinized case, the new 

technique compromises features of the innovation with features of the old 

technique, and the resulting compromise productivity level is the geometric 

mean of the level associated with the innovation and the level associated 

with the old technique. 
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Spooifically, in the entrepreneurial regime the distribution F(A; A , 
it 

t) of the produc tivity level re sulting from an innovation draw is log 

normal, with log mean equal to the value L of latent productivity at t and 
t 

log standard deviation equal to .1177 (correspond ing to three years of 

latent productivity increase). In the routinized regime, the differenee is 

that the log mean of the distribution is .5 (log L 
t 

+ log A ), and 
it 

standard deviation .0589 = .5 (.1177). The reduction of the standard 

deviation re flects an assumption that the variability of the innovation 

result is govemed by the comprehensiveness of the innovation. 

A significant distinction between the two regimes is that the lOCldel of 

innovative en try require s some furtheI' elabora tion in the "routinized" 

regime, tut rot in the "entrepreneurial" regime. In the latter, the 

comprehensiveness of innovation means that the productivity level of an 

innovative entrant is defined by its innovation draw. In the routinized 

regime, on the other hand, a question arises as to what, for the entrant, 

plays the role of the old technique of an established firm. The answer 

provided is that this role is playe:.i by a constant base level of publicly 

available knowledge. The productivity level associated with this knowledge 

base cannot logically be higher than the level required for profi table 

opera tion at the maximum price--for if it we re , the industry should have 

been in existence for howeveI' long that knowledge has been available. The 

assumption here is that the base level productivity is just equal to the 

level required to breakeven at the maximum price, namely .16/1.2 = .1333. 

An optiona l interpreta tion is that the re levant base level public knowledge 

is the knowledge needed in production of the pre -exist ing substitute for 

the industry's product, whose price sets the maximum price. 
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The tendency of this assumption about entry is to conf'ine actual 

innovative mtry to the early stages of the industry development; the ItOre 

rapid js latent productivity growth, the stronger js this tendency. Af ter 

laten t produc tivity has diverge1 substantially from base level 

productivity, the potential innovative mtrant faces the handicap that the 

single good idea represented by his one non-,comprehensive innovation tends 

not to be €nough to p er mi t him to match the efficiency of the established 

competition; his produc tivity is dragge:1 down by the admixture of nere 

PUblic1} . available knowledge. This mechanism will receive furtheI" 

a tten tion in the conc luding c orrm en ts of ;;ec tion V. 

Results 

The results of the simulation runs are much easier to characterize 

than the numerous qualitative and quantitative assumptions that urrlerlie 

them. In one re sp~ t af ter another, the synthetic industry history 

generated in the routinized regime plainly evokes the rrx:>dem capitalist 

system describa1 in Capitalism, Socialism ~d Democracy, while the history 

in the entrepreneuriaI regime suggests the world of The Theory of Economic 

Development. 

To begin with, in the entrepreneurial l"egime, adopted innovations 

associated with new mtry (excluding the founder) outnumber those by 

established f'irm by two to one, whereas in the routinized regime there 

almost 23 innovations by established f'irJIB for every ene associa ted with 

entry. The discrepancy between these ration considerably exceeds the 

factor of ten that was noted as being, in ene sense, the direct implication 

of the difference in the draw-yield of innovative R & D. Part of the 

reaoon js that the incremental innovation process of the routinized regime 
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shuts off innovative entry: the third and last such entry in the 

routinized case occurred after the industry had existed for nine years. 

The re st of the explana tion ja the difference in innovative R & D 

intensity. l<'rom an initial value of about 2.8% of sales, industry 

innovative R & D evolves upward to 4.4% of sales in the routinized case, 

but evolves domward to 1.5% of sales in the entrepreneurial case. 

The I!llch larger number of innovations in the routinized regime I!X)re 

than offsets their I!X)re incremental nature, am results by the end of the 

run in substantially higher productivity and lower price than in the 

entrepreneurial case. But, because of the incremental nature of the change 

in the routinized case and the diminishing re tums associa ted with 

exogenously determined la ten t produc tivity, a major effect of the high 

innovation ra te ja to produce a smoother advance. One way to measure this 

is to count the number of dist inc t productivity levels that re pre sen ted 

industry "best prac tice" a t some time in the fort y year history of the 

industry. The count is 11 in the entrepreneuriaI regime, ~ in the 

routinized regime. F'igures 3a and 3b show the evolution of best practice 

am industry average productivity. 

There are other ind ications in the re sults that the name of the 

routinized regime ja ~ll warranted. Of the three leading firns at the end 

of the run in the routinized regime, two were created in the first five 

years of the industry's existence; the average age of these three firns is 

over 32 years. These are the "giant industrial units" that tend to 

"automatize process": [CSD, p.134j. In the final period the ,,,·,,,r!tr has a 

mark et share of 39% am a re search-to-sales ra tio of 4.4%; the second firm 

is somewhat more research intensive and, interestingly, the third firm does 

no research at all. The high concentration of the I!X)del industry is 
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reflected in rates of return. The industry as a whole gE!'lerates positive 

excess returns consistently in the last five years of the run, am the 
, 

leaders excess return in the final period is over 2.5% per quarter. 

The corresponding results in the entrepreneuriaI regime reflect, in a 

variety of ways, the fac t that innovation is primarily associated with new 

entry. Only ene of the old time firIll3 in the industry survives through the 

fortieth year; it dates from the fifth year of the industry's existence. 

The second oldest survivcr was created in the industry seventeenth year, 

and the average age of the three largest firIll3 at the end is only about 

fi f te en years. 

The leading firm is the remnant of a giant that ten years previously 

had a share of over 50%. This firm was an innovative entrant at the end of 

year twenty, am with that technique and two successor innovations it 

represented "best prac tice" for eighteen years, with one brief 

interruption. But by the end of the run, its share has shrunk to 16~. The 

wave of the future is the number three firm, which en tered within the last 

two years with a technique that is about 28% more productive than the 

leader's, am that remains a secret. This firm is the only me in the 

industry that is not using the leader's technique. In fact, just prior to 

the new challenger's entry the industry loBS virtually in long run 

equilibrium with a single technique, the only engoing change being the slow 

yielding of market sh are by the leader to the fringe of imitators, 

particularly those who spE!'ld little on R &: D. 

Overall, the industry structure in the entrepreneuriaI regime is much 

less concentra ted and less profi table at the end of the run than in the 

routinized regime. But, as the foregoing discussion suggests and ~igures 
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lta-ltb illustra te, the significant point about concentra tion in the 

entrepreneuria1 case is not that it does not occur, rut that it is likely 

to be tempcrary-swept away in a ga1e of "creative destruction. fl 

Table 1 am the other ftgures displayanumber of comparisons of the 

two runs, some of which have been discussed above. Figure 6a-6b pre sen ts 

one final illustration of the verisimilitude of the mode1's resu1ts: A 

p10t of size (sales) against rank of log-log paper shows that the size 

distr ibutions conform rough1y to the 'Pareto 1aw, particu1ar1y in the 

rou tinized ca se • 

v. Conc1uding Comnents 

The real phenomena of technica1 progre ss and industr ia1 deve10pmen t 

display great diversity. A portion of that diversity is a reflection of 

under1ying differences in teehno10giea1 regime, that is, of the charaeter 

am functioning of the under1ying system of know1edge SJurces that feeds 

the we llsprings of progress. The eontrast deve10pe1 here between sty1ized 

entrepreneuria1 and routinized regimes has served to illustra te this point, 

and a1so to suggest the promise of evo1utionary theoryas an interpretive 

framework for the study of industry histories. 

A great deal Il'JO;re can be done, within the framework of the !rodel in 

See tion III, to traee the implieations of regime differences for the eourse 

of industria1 deve10pment. "'or examp1e, it wou1d be interesting to exp10re 

cases in which the externally generated teehno10giea1 opportunities, 

represented by latent productivity, were stationary but remote from the 

initial position of the industry, and exp10itab1e on1y through incrementa1 
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innovations. One would expec t aJ tual productivity advance to decelera. te 

over time, perhaps arter an initial phase in which the increased 

appplication of R & D resources more than counterbalanced the diminution of 

the stock of unexploited opportunites. The case is w::>rth examining partly 

ba:!ause the pattem of decelera. ting progre ss is orten takm to be a 

stylized fact about industrial development; also, it is an interesting 

context for further explora tion of the re la tionships among policy, progre ss 

and industrial concentration. 

This is only ene of many opportunities for further use of the nx:x:l el of 

Section III; it is important to note, however, that there are some 

important considerations and issues that are not re pre sen ted in that model 

and cannot be explored with its aid. One is the implications of the fac t 

that industr ies and firms are multi-produc t and the technological regime 

may differ importantly among produts. Another is the significance and 

sources of the pattem in which entrepreneurial innovative entry is 

followed oooner or later by merger with an industry leader, with attendant 

technology transfer. 

Hention of these omitted considerations prompts a final look at the 

nature of the barrier that increasingly inhibits innovative entry in the 

routinized regime. The problem facing the aspiring mtrepreneur is that 

his key idea must be complemented with other elements to constitute a 

functioning routine, and the persistent innovative efforts of established 

firms have given them enough of an edge in these complementary elements to 

outwe igh the advantage of his key idea. This difficulty w::>uld be lessened 

if the entrepreneur could mter the market for an isolatable component of 

the produet or product line offered by established firms, a eomponent in 

whieh his key idea played a nueh larger re lative role. The feasibili ty of 
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this course of action depends 00 the isolatability of the component, both 

intrinsically and as a result of the deliberate policies of the established 

firm. And a1though entry into the compooent market MaY provide a 

profi table way to exp10it the idea, it does not direc t1y const 1tute a 

so 1u tion to the problem of how to en ter the or igina 1 market-the 

established firms remain proteeted by their comprehensive comnand of 

relevant techno10gy. 

A1ternat1ve1y the entrant cou1d conceivab1y Choose to enter and 

produce at a loss, recognizing that with enough R & D effort and reasonab1e 

1uck it is possib1e to catch up with the established firm. The question, 

of course, is mether this type of entry is likely to pay off-in rrodeling 

terms, the question :is what pro fi tabi lit y test rep1aces the simple current 

profitability test that has been abandoned. This question 1eads back to 

the issues addre ssed in the stra tegic en try deterrenee literature; the 

entrant's image of the post-entry market game be::!omes crucial. Hore 

fun:lamentally, it 1eads to a very different conception of entry than the 

one incorpcrated in the present paper, which uses the rrodeling devices of 

externa 1 innovation R & D am re su1ting innovation draws as a way to focus 

attention 00 the supp1y of differentiated potential entrants. These are 

aspiring mtrepreneurs who have reason to think that they MaY have in hand 

the key, or rather the "new combination", to innovative success in the 

industry. 
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Table 1 

SELECTED CQt-1PARISONS OJ;' THE '!WO RUNS 

A. J;'ina l Period Values 

Price Av. 'Prod. Av. In. 
'Policy (1) 

Av. 1m. Rate of Firns 

Entrepreneurial .36 

Routinized .29 

Shr. 
Lgst • 

Entrepreneurial • 16 

Routinized .39 

F'irns 

Entrepreneurial 42 

Routinized 30 

Note s: 

Policy (2) Ex. ~et. (3) 

.45 

.61 

Shr. 
4 Lgst. 

.52 

.84 

.0025 

.0018 

H. Num. 
Equiv. 

10.3 

4.4 

(4) 

B. Totals Over Run 

Innov. Inno-
Entrants (5) vations 

8 12 

3 11 

.0020 -.0016 

.0016 .0092 

Av. Age 
3 Lgst • 

15.3 

32.3 

Best 'Pr. Sel. 
(6) Tech. (1 ) Effec t (8) 

11 -.00098 

24 .00041 

(1) Innovative R & D expmse per quarter, as a frac tion of capital, 
capital-weighted. 

14 

8 

(2) Imitative R & D expmse per quarter, as a fraction of capital, capital
weighted. 

(3) Industry total excess profits, per quarter, as a fraction of industry 
capital. 

(4) Reciprocal of Herfindahl-Hirschman concentration index. 

(5) Excluding founder. 

(6) Excluding foumer's technique. 

(7) Number of distinct values of best practice productivity level 
level (including foumer's) 

(8) Sum over run of individual period selection effects on innovative R & D 
policy, defined as the change in industry average policy brought about by 
changing capital we ights alone, that is, as it would have been in the 
absence of changes in firm policy and entry. 
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Footnotes 

1. See, for example, the treatment in Varian, (1978, seco 1.2) 

2. This is a very abbreviated statement of the Nelson-Winter critique 
of orthodox production theory. A reaSJnably complete st a te men t would 
be the union of the discussions in Nelson (1980), Nelson and Winter 
(1982, Chapter 3) and Winter (1982). 

3. A description of one example of this sort of work is Powers 
(1975) • 

4. Reference is made to "skills" as w:!ll as "ideas" so as to avoid 
any implication that technological and organizational knowledge is 
necessarily symbolically representable and articulable. See Nelson 
am Winter (1982, Chapter 4) for discussion of the ra ture and role of 
tacit knowledge. Subsequent references to "ideas" should be 
umerstood to E!1compass skills as w:!ll. 

5. WhE!1 imitation is attempted under conditions that permit only 
limited ~cess to the thing imitated, it becomes very similar to 
innovation and of course is unlikely to yield an exac t copy. The full 
continuum between pure imitation and pure innovation is not explored 
here. 

6. See Nelson and Winter (1982, Chapter 14). 

7. Ibid., p. 283. 

9. Herbert Schuette's dissertation (1980) represents the first 
attempt at evolutionary modeling in this area. 

10. The reaoon it is troubleSJme is that it tend s to maximi ze the 
destabilizing consequences of the imperfect cool"dina tion of bå1avior 
when the industry is not in equilibrium, and thus makes it 
(artificially) hard to explain how stable adjustment could occur. See 
G.B. RichardSJn (1960), also 'Porter and Spalce (1982), am my corrrnent 
that follows their paper. Of course, the free entry assumption is 
very convenient for sta tic ana lysis of long run equili brium. 

11. This const itutes a nn..nor technical difference from the 
representation of R & D by firms in the industry, since the latter can 
have at most one innovation draw and one imi ta tion draw per period. 
However, this difference becomes negligible when the model time period 
is mosen to be short; as noted previously, the simulation model as a 
whole :is best thought of as a discrete time approximation to an 
underlying continuous time lIDdel. 

12. This assumption also provides a plausible explara tion for the 
existence of a downward kink in the plot of price against time for a 
new industry er product market. See F'igure 7 am compare to some of 
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the illustrations providerl by the Boston Consulting Group (1972). 

13. A degenerate case of the explamtory scheme arises if all three 
fac tor s are constant over time. The probability that the industry 
will appear is then constant over time. If the probability is 
positive then presumably the implication is that the industry has 
already existed for a long time--assuming that the probabili ty is 
large relative to (time periods elapsed since the whole system 

-1 
began) 
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